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version: - Added the ability to
create calendars and highlights on
the date or time to make the time

more exciting. - Fixed some errors.
- Added support for the new

Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich.
This is a powerful Calendar that
also allows you to add highlights
and dates. There are 5 different
types of highlights: Date, Time,

Events, Days and Others. You can
change the font, color, size and even

the order. You can easily create
your own personalized calendar.

You can add your own images as a
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background. You can zoom in and
out to fit your screen. If you have a

screen of only 12 columns, the
calendar can fit perfectly. You can

view the calendar in the main
screen, popup screen or in the

notification bar. You can add the
day you need in the calendar with
just a few clicks. You can use the
icon or the small form to add the

same date. You can use the search
form to search for a date. You can
create and save your own sets of

highlights and calendars. You can
clear the calendar just with one
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click. You can save the sets for later
use. This app is FREE. -Added

support for the new Android 4.0 Ice
Cream Sandwich. -Fixed some

errors. The NO. 1 wallpaper
organizer ever! We all know and

love the Windows 7 wallpapers, but
what if you have a Desktop, Laptop
or Android Device? Download Top

Wallpaper Now! We have the
largest selection of beautifully
designed wallpaper for mobile
devices, tablet PC, Mac and

Windows Computer! If you're
looking for a unique wallpaper, Top
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Wallpaper can help! -Thousands of
beautifully designed wallpaper for

desktop and mobile devices! -Image
format: 1024*768*3, High Quality.

-Gallery and folder view mode
support. -Share the wallpapers you

love to all your social media
channels! -The best wallpapers are

never posted twice. That's what
makes Top Wallpaper a unique

wallpaper sharing app. Browse, find
and download over 3 million high-
resolution desktop wallpapers for

your mobile and tablet devices
(phones, tablets and more)! All of
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the mobile wallpapers are HD ready
for your device. If you are looking

for an awesome background for
your phone or tablet, you've come

to the right place
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Bgcall is an application that lets you
easily change the wallpaper on
multiple monitors. Key features:
Shuffle the list of wallpapers.
Manage and save lists of your
favorite pictures. Add a calendar to
the wallpaper display. Highlight
important dates. Works on multiple
monitors. You will also get these
great features: The app has a simple
interface. No installation is
required. Bgcall requires only a Mac
OS X v10.5 or later operating
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system. Introduction: Bgcall is an
application that lets you easily
change the wallpaper on multiple
monitors. The only requirement is
Mac OS X 10.5 or later. 0
comments E-Mail Username /
Password Password By submitting
you agree to receive email from
TechTarget and its partners. If you
reside outside of the United States,
you consent to having your personal
data transferred to and processed in
the United States. PrivacyQ: How to
get only the latest record? I have a
table with two columns one is
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employeeId which is auto
increment. Another one is status.
This column has a value of
"Pending" or "Approved" or
"Rejected". In this table I have
records for both status as well as
many more records for "Pending". I
want only one record which has the
latest "status" and get all of the
others out of this one. So the
expected output is : EmpID Status 1
Rejected 2 Approved I have tried
this query: select EmpID,status
from table1 where status=
'Rejected' order by EmpID desc
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This does only give me the latest
record but it does not filter out the
others records. If anyone could
suggest a way to do it or show me
how to do it that would be great. A:
This will select the latest record by
employee id, and will output all
other records in their original order:
SELECT * FROM table1 WHERE
status = 'Rejected' ORDER BY
EmpID If you want to order records
that have more than one 'Rejected',
then add a GROUP BY statement in
the query above. A:

What's New in the?
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- Change wallpapers in an instant -
Apply a single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
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highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
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wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
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wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
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create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers - Add calendar and
highlight important dates - Change
wallpapers in an instant - Apply a
single wallpaper or a list of
wallpapers - Great for desktop
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display and projectors - Easily
create custom lists for specific
wallpapers - Add photos as
wallpapers
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows
XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7
Applies to: Windows 7, Windows
Vista, Windows XP Minimum:
Requires a 1GHz processor RAM:
512 MB Hard disk space: 35 MB
Additional Notes: Windows
Installer Microsoft Windows XP
SP3, Windows Vista SP2, Windows
7 SP1 WAF (Web Application
Firewall) A cloud-based WAF
service. To configure a WAF, you
need a subscription key to use with
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the API. A subscription key is a
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